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This book is dedicated to Elizabeth great grandmother.



Elizabeth was on an old cranky boat,the boat stank of 
dead fish and it was so slow but Elisabeth was 

desperately trying to think of Alexandria



The weather in Alexandria was actually very beautiful 
and warm. The funny thing was that everyone had 

bought stuff for winter but they never needed to use it 
because it was never cold enough.



Elizabeth tried to think of the positives in her life like 
getting off the school bus to see her parents and the 
food she adored . Altogether her favourite food was 
definitely the classic Alexandrian liver and sausages 



Even though Elizabeth came with her mother and father 
she was trying to occupy herself with her own thoughts 

because she was very young and scared.
 
 



Although her life before the boat was decent it felt 
depressing because of the darkness throughout all of 

winter.



The calmness of the boat started to change as it became 
aggressive from the tides. 

As Elizabeth started to feel seasick, she thought about 
why she left.

 



She thought of the government kicking them out 
because they weren't Arabic like them. She 

remembered them threatening to kill them because 
they refused to leave and she also thought of her 

leaving her family there. 
Then she thought what would happen to them? How 

would they get out? So many thoughts came into 
Elizabeth's head.



 

With all of Elizabeth's thoughts she got so tired she 
ended up drifting into sleep and having a dream 

about her new country.
 
 



In Elizabeth's dreams she thought of making friends 
with the people of Australia and how they would treat 

her.



When she arrived in Australia she was greeted by the 
kids and she felt amazing to be away from all the stuff 

that was happening in Egypt. Just before they got off the 
boat her mother said, “We are free Elizabeth, we are

now free”.



About the author
My name is Alex I am 12 years old and I live in 

Australia Melbourne.someone that inspired me to 
make this book was Elizabeth who told me this 

story.what I do in my spare time is usually just relax i 
can get really tired after doing something that took 
me a while.one of my dreams is to be a famous kid 

book writer and this is only the start.     





 The story of Elizabeth is a valuable lesson because of 
how her life changed from one thing. the story Elizabeth 
is broken up into two parts.where she sadly has to leave 

her homeland Egypt.but now she has left into a much 
better and safer home Australia.and the special thing is 

that Elizabeth will be safe because if she immigrates 
again[for some reason] she will have experience.The 

story of Elizabeth is a fantastic True story of how 
Elizabeth came from Egypt but now lives in Australia 


